
money mindset

of  the  world

how to manifest the money you want



money = growth
I N  O R D E R  T O  M A K E  M O R E  M O N E Y ,  Y O U  H A V E  T O

S H I F T  W H O  Y O U  A R E  A S  A  P E R S O N  A N D  H O W  Y O U

S H O W  U P  I N  T H E  W O R L D .  

 

Let's get real.

We all could find something to do with a

little more money in our lives, and that is

not wrong, greedy, or morally wrong.

 

The reason why most of aren't making the

income we desire is because of some

crazy beliefs we have developed around

money.

 

And those beliefs are no longer serving

you! How would your life improve or

change with an extra $5000 a month?

What about $10,000?

 

What opportunities would that open for

you and your family? A more aligned

home, more aligned career, or simply

more time for vacations and less stress or

worry?

 

We need to stop making money out to be

something to be ashamed of. Money is

simply a currency of energy and we all

freaking need it to experience our life, so

why are shunning people that have lots of

it or those that have goals for more

money?

 

Here's why setting a goal for more money is actually a great thing. 

 

In order to make more money- you are going to have to recognize certain habits,

and change them- just like any other goals. 

 

The great thing about money is that it affects pretty much every area of our life-

from our homes, jobs to relationships. Which means- in order to change your money 

story, you need to GROW.

 

This will force you into setting goals, creating new habits, and growing as a person-

in every area of your life. More conversations around money with your husband and

kids. More planning and figuring out what is a priority in your life. More learning in

general. 

 

I'd say that is a GREAT THING. I've had my own money stories over the years and it's

been super interesting to watch how as my stories have shifted my finances have

shifted. I recently started with a new coach who wanted me to set a massive money

goal. I felt weird about it and uncomfortable. I said it wasn't necessary for my

happiness, and that it wasn't motivating for me. 



my money
journey + growth

 

I was still unsure, but as she kept digging into my

money story- I realized that a few recent

conversations I had with friends and family

recently where really affecting my money

mindset. To the point where, I'm great at

"manifesting" money- but I have NONE. Zilch, Zip

Zero. No savings, no RRSP's, no money put away

for taxes, NO PLAN. 

 

Want to know why? Because I'm worried success

will make me different. So even though I have a

successful business, I spent frivolously so I can

say "but I'm just like everyone else".

 

And you know what? That is really doing a

disservice to myself and my own growth and I

didn't even REALIZE it! I am purposely self

sabotaging my own growth because I'm worried

that if I make a ton of money- people won't like

me anymore. I will no longer be relatable. I'll lose

friends. People will be jealous. I'll be alone.

 

Finally we got to the bottom of it- if I have

money- I will be alone. 

 

She kept challenging me though,

in a way that only the best coaches

can.

 

She asked "You would turn down the opportunity to

have hundreds of thousands of dollars?"

 

"Well.. no"

 

And then the one that really got me,

 

"Money in your business means growth. Money means

impact. You can't reach more people with your

message without also making more money. It's a tool

for CHANGE. It's an excellent way to measure

growth - and when you set those money goals-

EVERYTHING else must shift and change as well.. I

guarantee it. 

 

 

Yikes! There is a happy ending to this story- it's

totally forcing me to grow, AND it is completely

affecting everything else in my life too, just like

she said. 

 

So, now that I've realized my own limitations, I

feel a lot more comfortable teaching you guys

about how to manifest money. Because although

I'm working on manifesting KEEPING the money- I

can certainly teach you how to manifest it- and

as I continue to grow and learn I'll keep showing

up and teaching you everything that I possibly

can!

 

You deserve to have as much money as you

freaking want That doesn't make you greedy or

anything else- it makes you someone who wants

more from life. What is the point of living this life

if we aren't challenging ourselves to grow?

 



Why should I
listen to you?
I  J U S T  T O L D  Y O U  I  H A D  N O  M O N E Y  T O

S P E A K  O F -  S O  W H Y  T H E  H E C K  W O U L D

Y O U  T A K E  M Y  A D V I C E ?
 

Ok so- I am on this money journey with you

guys, and I have made some massive changes

with money since I discovered this

manifestation stuff- and I KNOW that I a

master at bringing it in- and that's what I'm

focussing on for this course. Just so you

know, I've shelled out thousands as well to

these amazing coaches pictured above for

their amazing money courses (and these boss

babes are self made multi-millionaires).

 

I have Amanda's Frances Money

Mentality Makeover Course, Kathrin's Rich

Babe Academy, and her 21 day Book.

 

I'm sharing with you the tips that really

helped me shift my money mindset and

created some huge growth for me money

wise! 



show me the
money honey

Y O U  D O N ' T  N E E D  T O  H A V E  Y O U R  O W N

B U S I N E S S  T O  M A K E  B A N K .  

 

 

Just so you know where I'm coming from- since I've learned about the magic behind

your money mindset, I've gone from making $5,000 months, to $21,000 months.

I paid off all my debt. I've taken my income from $60,000 to $120,000 in the past

year, and am on track for $200,000 (which now my coach is forcing me to an even

bigger goal so that will probably grow too).

 

So I can teach you how to get more money in your life- and keeping it is going to be

down to your OWN subconscious beliefs - just like mine. 

 

FIRST THINGS FIRST. Let's address the elephant in the room. 

 

Well Tara - goodie for you- but unfortunately I don't own my own business and I am

on a salary! How the heck am I supposed to make more money? I'm stuck where I

am.

 

Well first of all- money can come from MILLIONS OF DIFFERENT PLACES.

 

Winning it (or winning the things you would purchase with said money)

Creating a side hustle

Getting a raise

Getting a promotion

Getting a new job completely

Partner making more money

Random bonuses, cheques, or opportunities

Money making ideas coming to you 

Investments exploding

Raising your prices (if you do have your own business)

Reaching more people = more money 

Creating a passive income

Inheritance 

 

Did you know that the highest paid YouTuber is a a 7 YEAR OLD who makes 22

MILLION dollars a year reviewing toys? (Not to mention getting all the toys

sent to him for free?) I think that shows the absolutely amazing opportunities

there are these days to do what you love- and make massive amounts of

money doing it. 

 



imagine +
intention
L E T ' S  G E T  C L E A R -  H O W  W I L L  Y O U  K N O W  O N C E

Y O U  R E A C H E D  Y O U R  G O A L ?

 

 

So I don't care how POSSIBLE you think it

is- I want you to open up your mind and

stay OPEN to any possibilities! I've seen a

stay at home mom create the gig of her

dreams, and make all the money she

desired while having no idea what she

actually wanted to do. The only thing that

matters is you are open to possibility of

more money!

 

Got it!?

 

 

Ok, so first things first when manifesting- is

we want to have a clear intention. 

 

I'm going to take you through the 7 Steps

we use in Manifest Mondays- with some

added awesomeness focussed specifically

on manifesting the green stuff. 

Before you move forward, I want you to get clear on what it is that you

would do with the money- because you could also manifest THOSE

experiences without actually making any more money.

 

Remember, don't worry about the 'how' - just set the intention of how

much money you want, and WHY do you want it? 

 

Do you actually want more freedom? More travel? A new car? What is it

that that money will bring you? Write down all the things you would do

with said money - and get super clear on your WHY. 

 

If you are like me and have more trouble keeping it that making it- I've

set my goal around having a certain amount SAVED. And just in case you

try to go too small here- my coach encouraged me to save 100k by the

end of the year. I just laughed in her face- but ironically enough- after a

few days to sit with it- it already seems a whole bunch more possible. It's

crazy how one we shift our minds, we grow. 

Even just setting that goal- forced me to

confront my spending and my money habits,

figure out what I would need to do to get

there- and projects are already popping in

my head! That is the whole fun of

manifesting- so let go, have fun, set a big

goal- and let's have some fun with this!

 

Got your intention? Good- let's move on. 

 

beliefs +
blocks
 

 

 

I'm sure you knew that one was coming! You

know the drill by now.

 

In order to shift your subconscious and create

a new story- we need to recognize the old

one. 

 

Where are you limiting your potential and self

sabotaging without even realizing it!?

 

Let's dive in with a few questions. 

 



recognize and
release

D O N ' T  D W E L L  O N  T H E  P A S T -  R E C O G N I Z E

I T ,  A N D  R E L E A S E  I T .  

 

 

 

Coming at you from first hand experience - when we

start confronting our money stories it can be pretty

darn depressing. 

 

As I looked at all the stupid purchases I've made and

all the money I blew over the past year - I was pretty

mad at myself. I could be SO MUCH farther ahead!

Why didn't I start sooner? Why didn't I know about this

and this? Why didn't I just save a little bit each

paycheque? And don't even get me started on

realizing where compound interest could have gotten

me. 

 

Well, shaming yourself for your past money beliefs

isn't going to get you anywhere. It's time to

RECOGNIZE what got you hear- and LET IT GO! We

are creating a new story, and it's time to get grateful

and excited for the new future moving forward.

Because once you have this down, there will be no

more money woes in your life my friends.

 

So, don't beat yourself up. Notice it- and let it go. It's

all apart of what made you the beautiful and

imperfect human you are and growth requires letting

the past go. 

 

Onward and Upward! 

 

 

        

 

Best way to figure out your money stories and limiting beliefs is to

first take a look at where you are now. 

 

If you look at your bank account, and your taxes last year - are

they matching up? Or are you like me and thinking WTF did that

all that money go?

 

What do you BELIEVE to be true about money? Answer the

following questions:

 

 Making money is...

 Managing money is...

Having money makes me feel...

Having no money makes me feel...

Saving money is...

If I had excess amounts of money- what would that mean

about me?

I think rich people are...

Is there anything I'm worried about if I make more money (ie:

more taxes?)

I can't make more money because...

I don't deserve money because...

I don't "need" more money because...

I haven't made/saved money in the past because...

My parents believed this about money...

I heard my family say this about money...

Someone once told me that I was _____ with money

What are my core beliefs around money?

 

Hopefully that gave you some insight into your money story. Just

for fun- let's do a comparison of someone who makes a ton of

money and is great with it- versus what you wrote down above. 

 

I interviewed my friend Joelle who has always been responsible

with money and worked and paid her way through university and

now it part of a start-up company. 

 

 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.



 
 

 

 

Making money is...

Easy 

Managing money is...

Easy and learned how to get ahead and invest my money over last few years. (Baby

steps) Created a plan and got out of debt and saved money easily, and then invested

it. Money flows and I feel okay with overspending and knowing that it come back- I

have trust with money. 

Having money makes me feel...

 In control + gives me element of freedom and makes me happy

Having no money makes me feel...

It's not a good feeling, more motivating than overwhelming (what can i can do,

solutions).

Saving money is...

Easy 

If I had excess amounts of money- what would that mean about me?

I might not be doing enough fun things

Proud, successful 

I think rich people are...

Greedy

Is there anything I'm worried about if I make more money (ie: more taxes?)

Nope.

I can't make more money because...

I always believe I can make more money. 

I don't deserve money because...

I deserve it - if I’m ever to put a limit on it because not valuing my skills…

I don't "need" more money because... 

I don't "need" it but I wouldn't turn it down!

I haven't made/saved money in the past because... 

I have

My parents believed this about money... 

They definitely exuded the flow mentality, never stressed about money

Have always had a limit to what they think they could make

Middle class —> Always happy working to live and didn’t dream bigger

I heard my family say this about money...

 Nothing stands out

Someone once told me that I was _____ with money

Good!

What are my core beliefs around money?

That it flows, I can make money in many different ways

Do things for free/equity = could end up making more money later

Money is just a tool - don’t think abut it quite as much, I make money to live my life

and do the things I enjoy (don’t think of it as much)

Don’t over think it and doesn’t hold any power over me

But I do track it 

Did you notice differences between you and
Joelle? 



align +
affirm
W H O  D O  Y O U  N E E D  T O  B E  T O  M A K E  T H E

M O N E Y  Y O U  W A N T  T O  M A K E ?

 

 

In order to make that money- I want you to GET READY FOR IT!

There is a reason why 70% of lottery winners declare bankruptcy

within 5 years (more likely to declare than any other American

too!) Because they aren't IN ALIGNMENT with the millionaire

mindset!

 

I'm sure we all think we would be the exception to this, but

regardless- we all know with manifestation we have to STEP INTO

that version of us before we will be a magnetic force for that

money.

 

So, for example- the version of me that is a millionaire:

-Pays Bills ASAP

-Always aware and in control of my finances

-Has a budget and a plan

-Has trusted advisor to help with investments etc

-Loves to learn about how to grow her wealth

-Knows where her money is going

-Is used to large sums of money coming her way

 

And do you think I've been making those my daily habits? NOPE!

You've gotta meet the universe halfway. If you had the money

you desire- what ARE YOUR NEXT STEPS? How can you prepare?

Clear room? Give the money a purpose? Have a plan? Show the

universe that you are READY for that money! 

 

After you start your preparation- LIVE IN THE MINDSET.

 

Create your affirmations that are the opposite of your limiting

beliefs and blocks. Repeat them all day long. Act as if.

 

Get abundant by FEELING abundant.

 

Say your affirmations all day long everyday!

 

Another tip that I read about is pretending you have $100 in

your pocket all day long- and anything you see that you want,

thinking "I can buy that" and spending it as much as you can

all day.

 

We want to get you into an abundant state of mind where

anything is possible, you can afford anything you desire, and

money is flowing you way everyday! The more you keep saying

"I can't afford that, there is never enough money" guess what

you are continuously bringing into your reality?

 

Money starts with the MINDSET. 

 

Create a plan about who you NEED to be- in order to make

the money you want to make. Create a dream budget around

what would do with that money every month- get excited and

don't you dare worry about the HOW.

 



visualize + 
vibe
T H E  F U N  P A R T -  S T A R T  S P E N D I N G  T H A T  M O N E Y  I N

Y O U R  M I N D  A N D  G O  C R A Z Y !

 

 
Visualization is incredibly powerful. From changing your

body, to re-programming your subconscious- it's a tool

used by world class athletes, top performers, and master

manifesters!

 

 

 
I personally feel that when I can really bring up emotions

and visualize consistently - manifestations come in much

quicker- and I have much more aligned actions coming

to me as well! 

 

An extra tip- is to utilize binaural beats. This is

something I've discovered recently, and found it to be so

powerful!

Binaural beats are a form of sound wave therapy that

utilize frequency's of sound to active specific systems

within the brain (depending o the frequency).

 

Different frequencies have been shown to actually speed

up metabolism, deepen a meditation practice, increase

focus and concentration, or put you into an Alpha/Theta

state which is what is used in hypnosis to access the

subconscious mind - and we all know how powerful that

is!

 

I used Binaural beats when meditating, falling asleep,

working, and visualizing- I also put them to my mantra's

to really increase the effectiveness. 

 

Delta patterns: Binaural beats in the delta pattern are

set at a frequency of between 0.1 and 4 Hz, which is

associated with dreamless sleep.

 

Theta patterns: Binaural beats in the theta pattern are

set at a frequency of between 4 and 8 Hz, which is

associated with sleep in the rapid eye movement

or REM phase, meditation, and creativity.

 

 

 

 

 

Alpha pattern: Binaural beats in the alpha pattern

are set at a frequency of between 8 and 13 Hz,

which may encourage relaxation.

 

Beta pattern: Binaural beats in the beta pattern

are set at a frequency of between 14 Hz and 100

Hz, which may help promote concentration and

alertness. However, this frequency can also

increase anxiety at the higher end of the frequency

range.

 

You can find a huge variety of binaural beats on

YouTube- but you must use headphones that can go

from ear to ear because that is how it works to

change the frequency (different tones in each ear).

 

Onto VIBE!

 

You want to vibe with the money you desire. You

aren't going to bring it in if you aren't a vibrational

match for it! 

 

How do you do that? Well I find it easiest to literally

picture that money sitting in my bank account. Or

how would I feel if I was handed a cheque for that

amount? Bring up the emotion and feeling in your

body and THAT is becoming a vibrational match for

it.

 

Feel having that money. Know you have that money.

Get freaking GRATEFUL and excited for that

money! 

 



notice the
nudges

T H E  B E S T  P A R T  O F  M A N I F E S T I N G ,  T A K I N G

I N S P I R E D  A C T I O N !

 

 

 

So, you've set your intentions, you've worked through

your limiting beliefs and blocks, you've aligned and

affirmed and visualized and vibed- now I really want

you to tune in, and NOTICE THE NUDGES. 

 

What's a nudge? Think of it as an intuitive hit coming

from your higher self who is already at the finish line

saying "psst... go this way, it's a fun shortcut and the

next perfect step for what you want!" it's action steps

that feel like a PULL. Like something you want to do.

When I get a nudge it feels like a full body YES I must

do this!

 

These nudges are going to lead you to the money

making ideas, the opportunities, the people, the side

hustles, the path- to manifesting whatever amount you

want in the perfect timing. 

 

How do you follow them? Well, when you are doing the

other steps daily- they will start to be pretty

noticeable. But, you can start small with following your

intuition- what do you feel like doing? What do you

feel like eating? What brings you the most joy? Are you

feeling pulled towards a certain person, activity or

place? FOLLOW IT!

 

Some examples of nudges I've experienced are when

someone recommended  I host a vision board

workshop, which lead me to manifesting $3500 in 4

days and paying off my credit card. To press play on

Manifestation Babe's podcast which led me to Bali,

new amazing connections, and a new career! If you

trace back those tiny nudges- it is amazing what they

can lead to! I have so many examples but I want you to

start practicing noticing your nudges and following

them with intention. This is where the magic happens. 

 

 

One other thing- nudges are still going to lead

you out of your comfort zone. It could feel like a

brilliant idea at first- and then all of your

limiting beliefs crop up, trying to keep you safe,

keep you the same. But you aren't going create

a new level of income without creating a new

level of YOU! And that is going to take growth,

which can be uncomfortable. So, don't let your

doubts and ego hold you back from following

the nudges. Move forward fearlessly and know

that the universe is working in your favour-  and

you will be rewarded tenfold! 

 

 

 

 

 

 



steps +
surrender

 

  

I N  O R D E R  T O  R E A L L Y  R E C E I V E ,  Y O U

N E E D  T O  S U R R E N D E R .  T R U S T  T H E

P R O C E S S  A N D  T R U S T  Y O U R

N U D G E S .

The more you attempt to control and choke-hold the

universe from bringing you what you want - the more

you close off all the magical options. 

 

You don't get to decide the HOW or the WHEN so this

is where you need to get comfortable with trusting.

 

If you don't trust, you aren't fully believing, and it's

going to create some blocks in your manifesting

game! 

 

How to surrender? Well, you should already be LIVING

in a place of happiness and total excitement that this

is already done. Therefore- it shouldn't be hard to

surrender because you already know what's coming. 

 

Pretend you are looking back at yourself from the

other side of your manifestations that have ALL come

true. What would you tell yourself? 

 

Probably to let go, relax, and enjoy the journey

because it's all unfolding perfectly right? 

 

If you already KNOW this is working out for you- it

takes away the stress. This is a done deal so you can

just enjoy it! Find as much joy as you can, everyday

all day. Stay in alignment and gratitude. LIVE AS THE

2.0 VERSION OF YOU! 

 

When you truly surrender- it's like this huge weight off

your shoulders. Know that the universe is ALL

powerful, knowing, and it has the perfect path laid

out for you- all you need to do is follow it! 

What if you do ALL the step, completely surrender,

and nothing is happening? Or- something terrible

happens? 

 

First: Check in with those DEEP beliefs. Do you

believe that  something bad will happen if you do

receive this money? I had a powerful coaching call

with someone who kept self-sabotaging herself and

didn't understand why. When we got to the bottom of

it- unconsciously she believed that if she DID have all

the success and money - her ex-husband would

terrorize her, make her life miserable, and no one

would like her anymore. 

 

Our greatest human fear is to be ALONE, so of

COURSE she would self-sabotage to keep herself

safe and small. 

 

It may not make sense logically, but really look out for

those deep rooted beliefs that are creating your

reality- because at the end of the day - if something

isn't here yet- it's because your beliefs are truly

reflecting it yet.

 

Also, if something terrible happens- this might be

necessary for growth and becoming the person you

need to be. I needed to go through bulimia, and

binge eating, and that terrible back injury and

depression and break up- to realize my full potential!

 

If you didn't have these setbacks- you WOULDN'T BE

FORCED TO GROW. So- what can you learn from

this? How is this shaping you? How can you apply it

moving forward?

 



top money
manifesting tips

S T A R T  T O D A Y  W I T H  T H E S E

L I T T L E  E X T R A ' S  T H A T  Y O U  C A N

D O  A N Y T I M E !  

 

 

 

Write out the amount you desire to manifest in your

journal, on your vision board, on your mirror, on the

your phone background "Thank you for _______ in my

bank account!" 

Clear the space. Clean our your wallet, desk, anywhere

you handle money. Go through the change bin and junk

drawer. Have a designated spot for paperwork, bills,

anything to do with MONEY!

Give it a purpose. Look up that dream vacation.

Imagine how it feels to spend it how you want to spend

it. Visualize it- get that emotion coming up and

creating powerful images that make you feel all the

feels. 



Create a dream "budget". I don't mean how you would

save- but how would you SPEND in your dream world?

How much are you allotting towards travel, luxuries,

and clothing each month? How much are you spending

on your car, your dream home, your kids? Create a

dream "spending" budget.

Get a $100 bill and put in your wallet where you can

see it every time you open it. You aren't going to spend

it- but it's there remind you that you are ABUNDANT.

Then, in your head spend it all day long. Buy whatever

it is that you want, again and again and again. Get

excited about this happening in the future! 

Get grateful! All day long, get grateful for what money

has allowed you to do. Get grateful for your debt, get

grateful for your income, get grateful for an extra

money, get grateful for each and every penny to allow

more to keep flowing in!

What are your minimums around money? Ie: What is the

minimum amount you feel comfortable with in your

bank account? It's time to RAISE those minimums! 



Double that number- vibe with that until it becomes

your new reality and truth. For example, my comfort

zone is around $3000 in my bank account because I

know that rent will be covered. We all the bare

minimum that we always seem to scrape up no matter

how bleak that month is looking. RAISE YOUR BAR. 

Track your money. Make it fun! How are you going to

know if it's increasing unless you start to track it? Make

a weekly routine where you can see how your

manifesting is working in action- this will build your

believe, and build your money and abundance mindset!

Clean up your leaks! Is there random charges coming

out of your account that don't need to be there? Old

subscriptions that you haven't bothered to cancel?

Clean up those little leaks. Do you have unpaid bills or

debt owing to others- CLEAR THAT SHIT OUT so you ca

move forward with your fresh money mentality! 

Try EFT Tapping! This is great way to clear out old

limiting beliefs and create new ones. It's backed by

science and incorporates moving energy throughout

the meridians of the body. 



Here is one you can try right now on MONEY! 

Ps, it might feel silly at first- but I can assure you that

it works! 

Check out this free book on attracting money-

Amanda Frances said it helped shift her Money

Mindset, so it certainly can't hurt!

 

 
Write a thank you letter or scripting to the universe

today where you express how thankful you are for the

money that came into your world, how it felt, how

amazing the whole process was, what you spent it on,

etc! I find this to be super powerful and every time I

look back on those I see that they've all come true! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_SQAvxEDL7A
https://vitalelifemastery.com/attract-money-now-offer/
https://vitalelifemastery.com/attract-money-now-offer/


I hope you've enjoyed this free Money
Mindset booklet! 

I want you to know that you can manifest anything you desire, and

money is no object. $10, is the same as $10,000 it i just wrapping

your beliefs and head around it! 

 

Please don't stop following the nudges and don't get up, this world

can create the most epic and amazing opportunities if you trust it

and surrender to it. 

 

The universe has your back always, I can't wait to hear your money

manifesting story! 

 

Please don't hesitate to message me with any questions, success

stories, or anything at all at tara.a.brunet@gmail.com

 

Happy Manifesting! 

 

Tara Brunet 


